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Jason Peck

Can I just say, bring on the cooler temperatures and activities of the fall!
For many, fall means football, but it also means the start of other sports
and activities. It is so much fun to be able to come and watch our
students participate in school activities, so please make sure you let me
know when I can come see your student perform. Also, most of our youth
should now know 1 Timothy 4:12 so be sure to quiz them on it! Next is
Joshua 1:9. Be blessed!

UPCOMING EVENTS

September

Lock-In
On 9/19/14 at 8:00PM to 9/20/14 at 8:00AM
Our students have asked for it over and over again, so here we go! Our lock-in will take place at Crestview.
Guys need to bring a two-liter of pop and girls need to bring a snack to share.

Accelerate: Parent Book Study
On 9/21/14 from 4:45PM to 5:45PM
On Sunday, September 21st, we will start a 6 week study over the book Accelerate: How Not To Find Your
25-Year-Old Still Living In Your Basement.

See You At The Pole Rally
On 9/24/14 from 6:15PM to 8:30PM
We are going to the See You At The Pole Rally at FBC Choctaw for our Wednesday evening services on the
24th. There is no cost for this event.



Let the Punishment Fit the Crime
By Jim Burns

When kids cross the boundaries for behavior that you have set with them, it’s not unusual for
parents to feel any number of emotions from disappointment and sadness to anger. However,
parental overreaction can often come hand-in-hand with these emotions. The wise parent, however,
will do their best not to let these feelings lead to dishing out unreasonable consequences. When it
comes to effective discipline, the rule, “let the punishment fit the crime” definitely applies!

Let me share some practical ideas for keeping your cool and not overreacting when it comes time to
discipline your kids.

Check Your Feelings. When you feel stressed by your kids’ behavior it’s helpful to H.A.L.T. in order
to pause and gain some perspective. H stands for Hurting; A stands for Angry; L stands for Lonely;
and T stands for Tired. If you notice any of these are present in your life, you're much more likely to
overreact in discipline, and you’ll do well to postpone your response to the situation – until you’ve
had time to sort out your feelings.

Discipline Calmly. When you’re upset, you’re in no shape to discipline effectively. Disciplining in
anger does not get kids to obey. There’s a difference between punishment and discipline, and the
difference is found in self-control. The out-of-control parent punishes a child out of anger; the parent
in control calmly disciplines to correct bad behavior.

Be Consistent in Discipline. Effective discipline is all about consistency, but consistency is not a
matter of grounding your kid until he or she turns 18. Rather it’s a matter of establishing clear
boundaries for conduct, and appropriate consequences, and then always enforcing them.

Empathize. Part of building godly character in our children’s lives has to do with our own demeanor
when we discipline. All kids make mistakes. We must recognize that our kids have feelings. We
need to demonstrate Christ-like empathy and respect for them.

Discipline with A.W.E. A parent who expresses affection, warmth, and encouragement—even while
disciplining—helps to maintain a more balanced perspective to the situation. When consequences
need to be applied, both you and your teenager will benefit when you have created a home
environment full of security, care, and love.
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New Phone Apps Give Parents More Control
By HomeWord.com

In recent months, two new phone apps that give parents more control over their teenagers’ lives
have been released.

Mamabear is an app that was created to give parents an “all-in-one worry-free parenting” solution,
providing the capability to continually track kids’ locations, driving habits, and social media
interactions. Mamabear provides info on photo tags, mentions, and use of restricted words on a
teen’s social media feeds. It allows parents to set a geographic fence and then sends them an alert
when a teen goes beyond the predetermined area. It also notifies parents when a teen driver
exceeds a pre-configured speed limit.

Ignore No More is an app for parents whose kids refuse to return their calls. The app allows parents
to lock their teens’ phones until kids call them back. When locked, the phone only allows a teen to
call their parent (or other predetermined contacts) and 911. Everything else on the phone is disabled
and inaccessible. When kids return their parents’ calls, mom or dad provides a password that
unlocks the teen’s phone.

While these apps may provide helpful tools for parents who are experiencing a pattern of evasion or
otherwise irresponsible behavior with their teens, they might also provide aspiring helicopter parents
with the temptation to over-control their teens.

Questions for parents before using these apps:
• How much parental control is necessary for your teen?
• When does parental control become excessive to the point it prevents your child from becoming
an independent, functioning adult?
• Has your teen demonstrated willful neglect of your expectations regarding whereabouts, driving
habits, responding to your calls or texts, or cellphone and social media use?
• Will using these apps force your teen to depend on you in an unhealthy way?
• Will using these apps aid in or prevent your kids from experiencing the natural consequences of
their behavior? Will they assist in or inhibit your teen from learning valuable life lessons?
• Will using these apps reduce your teen’s motivation to become an adult?
• For better or for worse, what messages will your teen receive about the issues of privacy, respect,
trust, and responsibility if you use these apps?
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Five Tips to Eliminate Stress in Your Home
By Jim Burns

Families are in need of more calm and less stress! The breathless pace we’re living in is tearing
families apart. Still, there is something that can be done about the stress you and your family
experiences. A lot of stress can be removed if you make the tough choices necessary to gain control
over your schedule. Here are 5 choices you can make to help eliminate the stress in your life.
 
1. Create a Calm Environment at Home. Make your home a safe, calm haven from the madness
going on in the outside world. Try not to overreact to circumstances of home life. Sure, many issues
need to be addressed, but when you get angry or frustrated, overreactions are common and family
stress levels rise.  Look to cool down before you respond to such situations.
 
2. Refresh Your Spirit. Make time for God everyday. Reading a daily devotional each day is a great
way to refresh your spirit in the presence of God. Encourage your family to do the same. Consider a
regular family devotional time.
 
3. Renew Your Body. To eliminate stress, we need to be people who reflect balance in our physical
lives. Everyone in your family needs plenty of rest, exercise, and a healthy diet.
 
4. Strengthen Family Relationships. Our families provide us with relational connections that will
sustain us through both good times and bad. Strained or broken family relationships are naturally
accompanied by stress. To eliminate stress, take the lead with your family to make sure your
relationships become and stay healthy.
 
5. Roll with the Punches. No family is exempt from difficulties in life. Some are brief “moments”
while others are “seasons.”  How we respond to the hard times is a determining factor of whether
or not stress will wreak havoc with our family.  Stay flexible when the tough times happen and your
family will still be standing when those times have passed.
 
In the end, your family’s stress levels have a lot to do with your own choices. You can choose to let
busyness, over-commitment, and hard times take their toll on your family, or you can proactively
make choices to lower the stress your family experiences. Begin today by making choices to
ruthlessly eliminate stress in your home!
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Five Ideas for Communicating Christ to Your Kids

By Jim Burns

If you find it challenging to talk with your teen about God and spiritual issues, you
are not alone. It’s not that parents don’t want to talk about faith with their kids, but
rather that they don’t know how to get started. Here are five practical suggestions
to get faith conversations started in your home.

1. Be yourself. You don’t need a seminary degree to talk to your kids about God.
You don’t have to speak like a pastor giving a sermon. Just be yourself in
conversations with your teenager. Share your understanding of who God is and
why He matters to you in a way that reflects the real you.

2. Don’t limit your faith conversations to Sunday mornings. Don’t get caught in the
trap of compartmentalizing faith issues to certain days or times. Let you kids know
that spiritual issues are important in your life all of the time! Don’t go overboard,
but make faith issues an ongoing discussion with your family.

3. Let your kids catch you in the act of doing something spiritual. Spending time
alone with God is great, but how will they know about the value you place on
spiritual disciplines if they never see you engaged in them? Let your kids “see” you
involved in these disciplines. Your actions teach your teenagers much about your
faith, and likely communicate more than your words.

4. Look for natural opportunities to engage in faith conversations. Be on the lookout
for opportunities along the road of life where issues almost beg to be discussed in
light of your Christian commitment and faith. Try utilizing news items and
entertainment media sources as springboards for faith conversations.

5. See yourself as a “fellow-learner” rather than a teacher. Taking the posture of a
“fellow-learner” takes much of the pressure off of you and sends the message that
you don’t claim to know everything about the Christian faith. It’s truly healthy when
your teen asks a faith question that you need to reply with, “I don’t know the
answer. Let’s figure it out together.”
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Bad Fad: Fire Challenge
By HomeWord.com

This summer while many people have taken the “Ice-Bucket Challenge” to raise money for ALS
research, another fad has been trending among teenagers, but this one is simply disturbing and
dangerous. It’s called the Fire Challenge.

A quick YouTube search for the phrase “fire challenge” turns up tens of thousands of videos.

In the videos, teens apply flammable liquid (hand sanitizer, nail polish remover, and lighter fluid are
popular choices) to their bare skin and then light themselves afire with a lighter or match. They try to
quickly douse the flames before they can be hurt, but some teens have not been quick enough and
have suffered burns. Some burns have been severe, and one New York teen died from his injuries.

The obvious question is, Why would teenagers want to light themselves on fire? A simple, common
sense answer would seem to be, No one would be that stupid, on purpose. Yet, in the world of
adolescence, not much is simple and common sense does not always carry the day. Science tells
us that teen brains are wired for thrill seeking and risk-taking. To this, add the component of peer
pressure plus teens’ desires for affirmation and fame delivered through viral social media, and the
Fire Challenge trend was born. The Fire Challenge is one seriously bad fad. Setting oneself on fire
is always a bad idea.

A sixteen-year-old male performed the challenge and ended up burning his waist and neck. He
posted new videos of his burns as a warning to others. “I can’t really say nothing else besides it
was a dumb idea,” he said.

Talking Points for Discussion Between Parents and Teens:
• Ask your teens if they know any friends or peers who have taken the fire challenge.
• Ask your teens if they have seen any Fire Challenge videos online. If they have, ask them about
what they think about what they’ve seen.
• Talk about the role peer pressure plays in tempting kids to take risks.
• Talk about the role that seeking validation from others plays when teens post videos like these to
social media sites.
• Some have suggested that taking the Fire Challenge is a way for a generation of bored teens to
experience thrills. Ask your kids if they agree or disagree and why.
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